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Autism !
•  Cytogenetic studies !
•  Linkage analysis, and candidate gene association 
analysis!
•  GWAS!
•  CNVs on Specific Regions i.e. VIP Project (16p11.2)!
•  WES & WGS on individuals, tríos, quads, multiplex 
pedigrees. !
Previous Studies & 
Strategies !
Simplex Autism Family!




WGS ~ 40 X  
Illumina HiSeq 2000 
Genotyped 2.5 M 
Illumina Omni2.5 array 
 
 
WGS ~ 75 X  
Illumina HiSeq 2000 
WES ~40X 




PennCNV calling for !
Microarray Data on K21 !
 
           Log R Ratio = log2(Robserved/Rexpected)  
                      
                            R= (X+Y) 
 
         X=norm A allele Y=norm B allele 
 
  B Allele Freq. =   normalized measure of  
relative signal intensity ratio of the B and A alleles 
 
          Population Frequency of B Allele File  
             (generated from 600 controls) 
 





Intermarker Spacing Size by 
Chromosome !
CNVs called by PennCNV !
on a Prader Willy Child !
CNV calling from WGS with ERDS !
Ming Fu, et al. ! 
Score > 300 
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•  CNV Detection: Microarray vs Sequencing!
•  Larger Amount of Samples !
•  Overlapping % !
•  Autosomal Recessive CNVs!
•  Regulatory Regions!
•  Functional Analysis!






De Novo !1! 2!

























Complete	  Protein	   Incomplete	  Protein	  
3D	  Models	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3 − (4 ∩ ( (1 − 2) ∪ (2 − 1) ) ) 
1! 2!
3! 4!
Annotate all HQ 
variants!
Get variants sharing a gene!
Filter out exact match !
of combination !
of variants for !
a gene in controls!
•  Larger Amount of Samples for statistical power.!
•  No common pathogenic variants among different 
probands.!
•  Not only De Novo or Gene Disrupting Variants could 
be playing a role.!
•  Functional Analysis. !
Conclussions !
THANKS!!
BAF!
CADD score !
